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Abstract
This contribution describes a squarer architecture for standard basis
field representation. This architecture is based on the observation that
one can transform a squaring operation in GF (2m ) into an addition
and a multiplication of two elements of special form, which computational time depends on the form of the field polynomial.
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Introduction

This work proposes a new squaring architecture specially targeted for systems requiring the efficient computations of squares and multiplications,
such as cryptographic system. For these system, the current architectural alternatives are to use multipliers to compute both multiplications and squares
or to use independent multipliers and squarers. As it will be demonstrated
∗
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here, it is possible to transform squaring operation into a multiplication
by a constant and a sum, and to efficiently compute these operations with
least-significant digit-serial multiplier (LSD-multiplier) and what is referred
to here as a squaring adapter. The architectures of these two components
is very regular, of low complexity, and independent of field polynomials.
When compared against leading squaring architectures such as [1, 2, 3],
the most significant features of the proposed architecture are its support
for the computation of multiplications and squares; its architecture, as that
of [3], is independent of the field polynomials; and its performance and
complexity are scalable. The most significant difference from traditional
architectures is that its processing time is a function of the form of the field
polynomial, and it is often defined by the second most significant coefficient
of the field polynomial.
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Mathematical Background

This work considers arithmetic in extension fields of characteristic two using
a standard basis representation. Standard basis representation uses the basis
defined by the set of elements {1, α, α2, . . . , αm−1}, for which, α is a root of
the irreducible polynomial F (x). For additional information on this subject
the reader is referred to [4].
The squaring of a field element A =

Pm−1
i=0

ai αi is expressed by Equation

(1). It can be verified that the squaring operation can be expressed as
multiplication by a constant and a sum as shown by Equation (2), with A0 ,
B 0 , and C 0 as defined in Equations (3)–(5).
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A ≡
2
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A2 ≡ A0 B 0 mod F (α) + C 0
0

A =

(2)

bm/2c−1

X

ai+dm/2e α2i

(3)

i=0

B 0 ≡ α2dm/2e mod F (α)
0

C =

(4)

dm/2e−1

X

ai α2i

(5)

i=0

Note that the values of A0 and C 0 depend on the value of A while the
value of B 0 depends exclusively on the field polynomial. For irreducible
P
polynomials F (x) = xm + ki=0 fi xi , B 0 can be expressed as shown in Equation (6). For what follows it is crucial to observe that for many practical
applications, the degree of B 0 is relatively low because often k << m.

Pk


fi αi ,
even m


 i=0
Pk
0
i+1 ,
B =
odd m and k < m − 1
i=0 fi α



P

 k (fi + fi−1 )αi + f0 , odd m and k = m − 1
i=1
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(6)

A New Squaring Architecture

A block diagram of the new squaring architecture is shown in Figure 1. This
architecture consists of an LSD-multiplier, such as that introduced in [5],
and a squaring adapter. The multiplier is used to compute products and
3

sums and the squaring adapter is used to generate and propagate operands
to the multiplier.
LSD-multipliers implement variations of the multiplication algorithm illustrated by Algorithm 1. The inputs to this algorithm are the field elements
P
Pm
PD−1
i
Di
j
A= m
i=0 ai α and B =
i=0 Bi α , where Bi =
j=0 bDi+j α . Note that
the field element B is expressed in dm/De digit, where each digit is represented by D bits. Also, note that the multiplication finishes when the most
significant, nonzero digit of B, BkB , is processed.
Algorithm 1: LSD multiplication
1. For i = 0 to kB do
1.1

C = Bi ∗ (A ∗ αDi mod F (α)) + C

2. C = C mod F (α)
¿From Algorithm 1 it is evident that an LSD-multiplier can compute the
operation described by Equation (2) by first multiplying A0 and B 0 and then
adding to it the product of C 0 and 1. For the computation of these products,
the host system provides the squaring adapter with the operands A and B 0 .
During the computation of the product of A0 and B 0 , the squaring adapter
generates A0 according to Equation (3) and forwards it along with B 0 to the
multiplier. During the accumulation of C 0 , the squaring adapter generates
C 0 according to Equation (5) and forwards it along with the 1 operand to
the multiplier.
The computation of a square requires a multiplication and a sum. The
computation of the sum requires one clock cycle and the computation of
the multiplication requires d(deg(B 0 ) + 1)/De clock cycles. The squaring
operation requires d(k+1)/De+1 clock cycles when m is even, d(k+2)/De+1
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clock cycles when m is odd and k < m − 1, and ≤ d(k + 1)/De + 1 clock
cycles when m is odd and k = m − 1.
The complexity of the squaring adapter is approximately 3.5m + D 2input gates and its critical path delay is 4 gates. The complexity of an LSDmultiplier depends on its architecture and irreducible polynomial support.
As a reference, a realization of an LSD-multiplier documented in [5] that
supports field polynomials with order k ≤ m − D with h programmable
coefficients requires approximately 2Dm + 7m + 4Dh gates and 3m + D + h
registers. (This estimate considers system I/O and accumulator reset, which
are not considered in [5].)
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Squaring Processing Time for Cryptosystems

We conclude by analyzing the suitability of the squarer architecture for cryptographic applications. Table 1 summarizes the squaring-to-multiplication
processing time ratio, Tsq /Tmul , for the field polynomials suggested by the
cryptographic standard [6], assuming the use of an LSD-multipliers with
D = 1. The interpretation of the table is as follows: 32% of all fields in the
range considered allow squaring at least 10 times (1/0.1) as fast as multiplication, 23% between 5 times and 10 times (1/0.2)as fast, etc.
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Figure 1: New squaring architecture

Table 1: Distribution of squaring-to-multiplication processing time ratios
for fields in range m = 160 . . .1024
Tsq /Tmul

Dist. (%)

Cumm. dist. (%)

0.05 . . .0.10

32

32

0.10 . . .0.20

23

55

0.20 . . .0.30

16

71

0.30 . . .0.50

29

100
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